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QUALITATIVEDIFFERENTIATION
BY

MICHAEL J. EVANS AND LEE LARSON
Abstract. Qualitative dérivâtes and derivatives, as well as qualitative symmetric
dérivâtes and derivatives, are studied in the paper. Analogues of several results
known for ordinary dérivâtes and derivatives are obtained in the qualitative setting.

1. Introduction. The notions of qualitative limits, qualitative continuity, and
qualitative derivatives were introduced by S. Marcus [13-15]. The purpose of the
present paper is to examine qualitative differentiation and qualitative symmetric
differentiation and, in particular, to present analogues of results known to hold for
ordinary differentiation, symmetric differentiation, approximate differentiation, and
approximate symmetric differentiation. Loosely speaking, qualitative differentiation
and qualitative symmetric differentiation may be thought of as category analogues
of approximate differentiation and approximate symmetric differentiation, where the
set neglected near a point in the computation of difference quotients is of first
category at the point in the former setting instead of density zero at the point as in
the latter.
We state our definitions in §2. In §3 we examine qualitative derivatives and
dérivâtes. There we show that a qualitatively differentiable function on the real line
is actually differentiable everywhere and obtain what may be viewed as qualitative
analogues of the Denjoy-Young-Saks theorem [18]. In §4 we consider qualitative
symmetric derivatives and dérivâtes. We show that with mild continuity restrictions
on the primitive, a qualitative symmetric derivative must belong to Baire class one
and actually be the symmetric derivative of a closely related function except at
countably many points. A monotonicity theorem and related results are given.
2. Definitions and notation. Here we list the definitions of most of the concepts
and terms employed in the sequel.
We denote the complement and closure of a subset A of the real line R by Ac and
A, respectively, and if A is Lebesgue measurable, \A \ denotes its measure. We use
^4\7i to denote A n Bc. If Ac is a first category set, we say A is residual. Similarly, if
7\^4 is a first category set for some interval 7, we say A is residual in 7.
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Let/denote
denoted by/^.
q- lim f(x)

a real-valued function defined on R. The restriction of/to
The qualitative limit superior of fat x0 is defined by
= inî{y: {x: f(x)

a set A is

> y} is first category in some neighborhood of x0),

x^x0

and the qualitative limit inferior of fat x0 by

<5r-limf(x)

= sup{y: {x: f(x) <y} is first category in some neighborhood of x0).

x^x0

If q-hmx_x

f(x)

= q-limx^x

f(x),

the common value is called the qualitative limit

of f at x0 and is denoted by q-limx^Xfif(x).
Left and right qualitative limits superior and inferior are defined in the obvious
manner.
In the event that/(x0)

= q-limx^Xof(x)

we say that/is

qualitatively continuous at

x0. We also let
Cq(f) — {x: fis qualitatively continuous at x),

and as is customary
C(f) = {x: fis continuous at x).

The upper right qualitative derívate of/at

n+f(

v

=-

x0 is defined by

f(x0 + h)-f(x)

Q f(x0) = q-bm ---.
h^o+

n

Then Q~ f(x0), Q+f(x0) and Q-f(x0) are all defined in the obvious manner. In the
event that all four of these dérivâtes are equal, we call their common value the
qualitative derivative (or, for brevity, the q-derivative) of f at xQ and denote it by
/„'(*o). i-e.

a
^
,- f(x0 + h)-f(x0)
fg(x0) = <7-hm-.
A-0

"

(Unless specifically stated otherwise, oo and —oo are acceptable values for/?'(x0) in
this paper.) Right and left qualitative derivatives may be defined in the obvious
manner.
The upper [lower] symmetric derívate of fat x0 is given by

„■/(,„)=
E "- +V""'
/i-0+

nf(r\Dsf(xo) -

nm f(x + h)-f(x-h)
hm -2^-

'

h^O*

and if Dsf(x0) = Dsf(x0), then / is said to have a symmetric derivative fs(x0) =
Dsf(x0) at x0.
Upper and lower qualitative symmetric dérivâtes, Qsf(x0) and Qsf(x0), as well as
the qualitative symmetric derivative (or q-symmetric derivative) f°(x0) are defined in

the natural manner. Again, infinite values are considered acceptable for all dérivâtes
and derivatives considered in this work.
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A moment's reflection on these definitions will convince the reader that for a

continuousf: R - R, D +f = Q +f, D~f=

Q~f and D5f= Qsf, where D+f and

D"/denote resp. the right and left upper Dini dérivâtes. Thus qualitative differentiation of continuous functions is an entirely superfluous subject. Consequently, we
shall be examining classes of functions and their derivatives where the functions are
not a priori continuous. We shall use the following abbreviations:
2 = {/: C(f) is dense and/1 exists everywhere},
2 = {/: Cq(f) is dense and/7 exists everywhere),
ß — {/: /has the property of Baire, i.e., there is a residual set A such that/h
continuous (cf. [17])}, and
/?, = {/: /belongs to Baire class one}.
Let A C R and x E R. We define the reflection of A about x to be the set
RX(A)=

{2x-

is

t:t EA}.

If x < inf A, RX(A) is called a left reflection, and if x > sup A, R X(A) is called a right
reflection. USER
and 7 and 7' are open intervals, we say that 7' is a finite left
[resp., right] reflection of I in S if there exists a finite collection {7,, I2,...,Ik)
of
open intervals and a corresponding subset [sx, s2,... ,sk_x) of S such that 7 = 7,,

7' = Ik and IJ+x is the left [resp. right] reflection of L about s¡ for y = 1,2,... ,/fc— 1.
E. P. Dolzenko [6] has introduced the notion of porosity and it has recently found
application in the study of differentiation; e.g., see [1,2,21]. The porosity of the set A
at the point x E R is defined to be limr_0+ l(x, r, A)/r where l(x, r, A) denotes the
length of the largest open interval contained in the set (x — r, x + r) H Ac. The set
A is called porous if it has positive porosity at each of its points, and it is called
a-porous if it is a countable union of porous sets. Every a-porous set is both of first
category and measure zero, but the converse is false [20].

3. Qualitative derivatives and dérivâtes. J. Leonard [12] proved that if / is
continuous on R and has a right qualitative derivative at xQ, then it has an ordinary
right derivative at x0. An examination of his proof shows that only obvious minor
changes are needed to show that if / is right ^-continuous on R and has a right
^-derivative at x0, then / has an ordinary right derivative at x0. From this and the
obvious fact that if / has a finite right ^-derivative at x0, then / must be right
^-continuous at x0, we can note the following.
Remark 3.1. If /: R -» R has a finite right ^-derivative at each point in 7?, then/
has an ordinary right derivative at each point in R.
The finiteness of the right ^-derivative is necessary here. For example, the
characteristic function of the set of rational numbers has right ^-derivative 0 at every
irrational number and —oo at every rational number and yet has an ordinary right
derivative nowhere. As seen from the first paragraph in this section, no such
continuous function could exist, but Leonard [12] made the following observation.
Remark 3.2. There is a /?, Darboux function which possesses a right ^-derivative
everywhere on R but which fails to have an ordinary right derivative at uncountably
many points.
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Our first objective is to show how markedly different the situation is when
two-sided derivatives (finite or infinite) are considered. Indeed, the following theorem shows that the notion of a ^-differentiable function is a superfluous one, just as
in the case with a ^-continuous function, an observation made by Leonard [12].
Theorem 3.1. If f: R -* R has a q-derivative at each point of R, then f has an
ordinary derivative at each point of R.
Proof. Let x0 E R and suppose f'(x0) does not exist.
Initially, consider the situation where fq(x0) is finite. Through a translation and
addition of a linear function we see that there is no loss of generality in assuming
that x0 = 0 = /(0) = /?'(0). Since /'(0) does not exist, there is a number a > 0 and a
sequence {xn} converging to 0 such that \f(x„)/xn |> a for all n.
To become specific without losing generality, assume that {x„} decreases to 0 and
that for each n,f(xn)/xn
> a. Since/J(0) = 0, there is a 8 > 0 such that

(1)

{x: f(x)/x

< a) is residual in (0, 8).

Choose m so large that 0 < xm < 8. We consider the two possibilities fq(xm) > 0 and

/,'(*«) < ° separately.
First, if fq(xm) > 0, there is a 8' such that 0 < 8' <f(xm)/a

- xm, and such that

the set
S={xE(xm,xm

+ 8'):f(x)>f(xm)}

is residual in (xm, xm + 8'). But, if x E S, then

f(x)/x >f(xm)/x >/OJ/
and this contradicts (1).
Next, if fq(xm) < 0, then since f(xm)/xm
and the set
T=

(xm + «') > «,

> a, there is a 8' such that 0 < 8' < xm

{x E (xm - 8', xj:

f(x)

> axm]

is residual in (xm — 6', xm), for otherwise we would have Q~ f(xm) = oo > 0. For
x G T, we havef(x)/x
> axm/x > a, which, again, contradicts (1).
Consequently, to this point we have shown that if fg(x0) is finite, then f'(x0)
exists and, of course, f'(x0) —f^(x0).

Now we turn to the situation where f¿(x0) is infinite. Without loss of generality,
assume x0 — 0 = /(0) and /?'(0) = + oo. Since f'(0) does not exist, there is an a > 0
and a sequence {xn} converging to 0, say from the right, such tbatf(xn)/x„ < a for
all n. Since/?'(0) = + oo, there is a 5 > 0 such that

(2)

{x: f(x)/x

> a) is residual in (0, 8).

Choose m so large that 0 < xm < 8. Again, we consider

ftxj

the two possibilities

> 0 and/,'(xm) < 0 separately.

First, if fq(xm) > 0, there is a 8' such that 0 < Ô' < min{xm, xm - f(xm)/a}

the set
U={xE(xm-

8', xm): f(x) <f(xm)}

and
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is residual in (xm - 8', xm). But, if x E U, then

0
f(x)/x<f(xm)/x<\

if/(*J<0,

f(xm)
v

_ f¡r

UI\Xm)

^ O,

<a,

which contradicts (2).
Finally, if fq(xm) < 0, then there is a 5' > 0 such that the set
V={xE

(xm, xm + 8'): f(x)

- f(xm)

< a(x

- xm)}

is residual in (xm, xm + 8'). However, for x E V

f(x)

_ f(x) -f(xm)

.V

A.

< a ■-

{x-xj

X. ~,

x

f(xm)

X.

+ a ■—

x

X. -~-

x^
X-

= a,

again contradicting (2).
Consequently, if fg(x0) = + <x>,f'(x0) = + oo and the theorem is proved.
Next we turn our attention to the relationships between the four qualitative
dérivâtes, looking for what may be viewed as analogues of the Denjoy-Young-Saks
theorem for Dini dérivâtes [18]. Recall that in the case of approximate dérivâtes, the
structure of such a theorem is simpler in the case of a measurable function [4 or 8]
than it is in the case of an arbitrary function [5]. We shall see that a similar situation
holds for qualitative dérivâtes, with functions having the Baire property playing the
role of measurable functions. We begin by noting a fairly obvious reformulation of
the definition of the class ß which we shall frequently use in the remainder of this
paper. For completeness, we include its proof.
Theorem 3.2. Forf: R -> R the following are equivalent:

(a) Cq(f) is dense;
(b) Cq(f) is residual; and

(c)fEß.
Proof. First, we make the observation that
(1)

I x: f(x) > q- lim f(t) \ is a first category set.

To see this, suppose that this is not the case. Then, for some rational number a, the
set

Sa= {jc:/(x)>a>i-lim/(0}
^

r->x

'

would be of second category and, hence, of second category in each subinterval of
some open interval 7. Let x0 E Sa n 7. Since {x: f(x) > a) is of second category in
each neighborhood of x0, we would have q- bm,^Xo f(t) s* a, contradicting x0 E Sa.

Hence, (1) holds.
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Similarly,
(2)

\x: f(x)

< q- lim f(t)

is a first category set.

t~x

Because of (1) and (2), in order to show that (a) implies (b), we need only show

that if (a) holds, then the set

A= fjc:<7-h^/(0><7-lim/(0)
is a first category set. For each natural number n, let

An= Ix: q-bm~f(t) - q-bmf(t)5*
'

'-*

\/n\.

l~x

'

Then A = xJnAn. Each An is easily seen to be closed and since Cq(f) is dense each
An must be nowhere dense. Consequently, A is a first category set and C (/) is

residual.
Next, assume that C (/) is residual. We shall show that f E ß by showing that
f\c (y} is continuous. Let x0 E Cq(f) and e > 0. There is a 8 > 0 and a residual subset
S of (x0 — 8, x0 + 6) such that

(3)

|/(*o)-/(>0l<§

fory ES.

Suppose t E Cq(f) and \t —x0\< 8. Then there is a neighborhood U of f with
t/ C (x0 — 8, x0 + 8) and a residual subset T oí U such that

(4)

l/(O-/O0l<f

Since Sn

former.

7 ^ 0, (3) and (4) yield |/(r) - /(x) |< e and hence/|c

(/) is continuous

at x0.

That (c) implies (a) is immediate.
C. J. Neugebauer [16] showed that if /: R -» R is continuous, then D~ f(x)
= D+f(x) and D_f(x) — D+f(x) for all x in a residual set. The next result is the
qualitative analogue, which yields Neugebauer's result in the event that / is continu-

ous.

Theorem 3.3. Iff: R -» R belongs to ß, then

Q-f(x) = Q+f(x) and Q_f(x) = Q+f(x)
for all x in a residual set.

Proof. We shall show that the set A = {x: Qf(x)
set. For each rational number r, let

< Q+f(x)}

is a first category

Since A — UAr, it suffices to show each Ar first category; indeed, only A0 need be
shown to be first category since f(x) could be replaced by/(x) — rx.
For each natural number n, set

A0„= {x EA0: {h E (0, \/n): f(x - h) > f(x)} residual in (0,1/«)}.
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Since A0 E UnA0n, we need only show each A0rt first category. Suppose A0„ is
second category. Then A0n is second category in every subinterval of some interval 7
of length less than \/n.
Let x0 E A0 n 7 n Cq(f). Since x0 E A0, the set

E = [x E I: x > x0 andf(x)

>f(x0)}

is second category in 7. Let xx E E n C^i/). Then there is a neighborhood J Q I oí
xx such that x0 £ 7 and such that the set S = {x E J: f(x) > f(x0)} is residual in/.
Since y40nis second category in /, there is a point x2 E A0n n S. Since x2 G S, we

have
(1)

/(*2>>/(*0)-

However, since x2 E A0n and x0 E Cq(f), we must have

(2)

f(x0)>f(x2).

The contradiction of (1) and (2) completes the proof.
Notice that the previous theorem does not hold for arbitrary functions. For
example, let S be a set with the property that both it and its complement are of
second category in every interval. Then the characteristic function of S does not
satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3.3. The next result, however, does show a
relationship between the qualitative dérivâtes of an arbitrary function. It is a
generalization to qualitative dérivâtes of a theorem on ordinary dérivâtes due to
Belna, Cargo, Evans, and Humke [1] and, independently, Zajicek [21].

Theorem 3.4. Iff: R -» Ris arbitrary, then R = A U B U C U D where

A = {x: Q-f(x) = Q+f(x) andQ_f(x) = Q+f(x)},
B={x:-n
= Q f(x) < Q+f(x) < Q~f(x) < Q+f(x) = oo},
C = {x: -oo = Q+f(x) < Q_f(x) < Q+f(x) ^ Q~f(x) = oo},
and D is a first category set.

Proof. Define two extended real-valued functions, uf and lf, by

uAx) — q-bm f(t)

and lf(x) — q-bm f(t)

and let
Uf= [x: Uf(x) = oo}

and

Lf = [x: lf(x) = —oo}.

It is apparent from their definitions that uf is upper semicontinuous and lf is lower
semicontinuous; so both uf and lf are in /?,. This implies that the set of points at
which both u, and l¡ are continuous (as extended real-valued functions) is residual.
As was shown in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.2 the inequalities

(1)

uf(x)>f(x)>lf(x)

are true on a residual set. This implies that the set of all points at which (1) is true
and both uf and lf are continuous is residual. Call this set E. It suffices to show that
there exists a first category set F such that (E\F)
C(A U B U C).
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To do this, we first note that the semicontinuity of uf and lf guarantees that both
Uf and Lf are closed. Let 7,, 72,..., be the components of (Uf)c. For a fixed n, u,,, nE
is continuous. Thus, u^, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3. Similarly, if
/,, J2,..., are the components of (Lf)c, then /«, satisfies the conditions of Theorem
3.3. Consequently, if we let 77 denote the set of all x in (Uf)c at which at least one of
the equalities

(2)

Q- uf(x) = Q+ uf(x),

Q_ uf(x) = Q+ uf(x),

fails to hold, and K denote the set of all x E (Lf)c at which at least one of the

equalities

(3)

Q- lf(x) = Q+ lf(x),

Q_ lf(x) = Q+ lf(x),

is false and let F = 77 U K, then F is clearly a first category set.
Now let x. G E\F. In light of (1) there are three cases to consider.
Case 1. Suppose uf(x) = f(x). Then, of course, x E (Uf)c, ufis finite valued on a
neighborhood of x, and uf > f on a residual subset of that neighborhood. Consequently,

(4)

Q+uf(x)^Q+f(x).

Suppose strict inequality holds in (4). To be specific, there is no generality lost with
the assumption that

(5)

o+«/(^)>0>0+/(^).

This implies the existence of an e > 0 such that (r G (0, e): f(x) >/(/)}

is residual

in (0, e). But the definition of uf then yields

{t E (0, e): uf(x) =f(x)
which implies D+ uf(x)

« 0, contradicting

(6)

> uf(t)} = (0, e),

(5). Hence

Q+uf(x) = Q+f(x).

A similar argument yields

(7)

Q-Uf(x) = Q_f(x).

Case 2. Suppose lf(x) = f(x).
yields x E (Lf)c and

(8)

In this case, using —/ in the argument of Case 1

Q+lf{x) = Q+f{x) and Q~If(x) = Q~f(x).

At this point we note that if Cases 1 and 2 both apply at x, then since

x G [(Uf)c n (Lf)c]\F,

we see that all the equalities (2), (3), (6), (7) and (8) hold

and, hence, x E A. On the other hand, if only Case 1 applies at x, then uf(x) —f(x)
> lf(x). Then equalities (2), (6) and (7) hold. Furthermore, we clearly have from the
continuity of lf at x and the fact that/(x) > lf(x) that

-°o = ß+/(jc)

and

Q~f(x) - oo.

Applying (2), (6) and (7) we obtain

-oo = Q+f(x) < Q_f(x) = Q.uf(x) < Q~uf(x) = Q+f(x) < Q~f(x) = oo,
and hence x E C. Similarly, if only Case 2 applies at x, then x G B.
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< uf(x). When this occurs, it is clear from the

ß+/(*) = (?-/(*)=-oo

and Q+f(x) = Q~f(x) = <x,

so that x E A, completing the proof.
Corollary
3.1. Iff: R -» R is arbitrary and P denotes the set of points at which f
has a finite left or right qualitative derivative, then {x E P: fq(x) does not exist) is of
first category.

In the version of Theorem 3.4 for ordinary dérivâtes (Theorem 2 in [1] or Theorem
1 in [21]) the exceptional set D is a-porous. That this need not be the case in the
qualitative setting, even for functions in ß, is seen by considering the characteristic
function / of a first category set S whose complement has measure zero. (For the
existence of such a set see [17].) For x G S we have

Q~f(x) = Q.f(x) = oo and Q+f(x) = Q+f(x) = -oo.
However, we can obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.5. Iff: R -» R is arbitrary and if the sets A, B and C are as in Theorem

3.4, then Cq(f)\(A U B LI C) is a-porous.
Proof. We find it convenient to split the proof into two cases. First, we consider
the case where/ G ß; then we take up an arbitrary/.

IffEß,

we let h: Cq(f) -> R denote the restriction of / to Cq(f). Since Cq(f) is

residual, it is an easy matter to see that for x G Cq(f), each ordinary derívate for h is
equal to the corresponding qualitative derívate for /; e.g., D+h(x) = Q+f(x).
Hence, an application of Theorem 2 in [1] to h produces the required conclusion.
Now suppose that /: Ä -> 7? is arbitrary. Let uf, lf, Uf and Lf have the same
meanings as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. As observed there, on each component
interval of (Uf)c, uf is a fini te-valued function possessing the Baire property and
hence the first case of the present proof may be applied there to uf. Noting that
Cq(f) E(Uf)c and that on each component interval 7 of (Uf)c we have (Cq(f) n 7) E

Cq(uflf), it follows that
( 1)

Cq(f)\( AUUBUUCU)

is a-porous,

where

Au = {x E (Uff: QT u;(x) = Q+ uf(x) and Q__uf(x) = Q+ uf(x)},
Bu={xE
and

(Uf)c: -oo = Q_ uf(x) < Q+ uf(x) < Q~ uf(x) < Q+ uf(x) = oo},

C„ = [x E (UfY: - oo = Q+ uf(x) < Q_ uf(x) < Q+ uf(x) < Q~ uf(x) = oo}.
Similarly, examining lfon (Lf)c we see that

(2)

Cq(f)\(A, Ufi;UC,)is

a-porous,

where A,, B, and C, are the subsets of (Lf)c defined in the obvious manner.

Recall that for x E Cq(f) we have

(3)
W

Q+u,(x) = Q+f(x),
Q_ uf(x) = ß_/0),
Q+lf(x) = Q+f(x) and Q-l,(x) = Q-f{x).
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(See (6)-(8) in the proof of Theorem 3.4.) Utilizing these four equalities (3), it is a
routine matter to show that

Cq(f)^AunA,EA,

Cq(f)nAunB,ÇA,

Cq(f) n Au n c, c c,

Cq(f)nBuDA,EB,

Cq(f)nBunB,EB,

Cq(f)^Buf\C,EA,

cq(f) ncunB,EA,

cq(f) n cu n c,ç c,

cq(f) r\cunA,cA.

These nine inclusions together with (1) and (2) complete the proof.
The final result of this section, which is a direct consequence of the previous
theorem, is the qualitative version of Theorem 1 in [7].

Corollary

3.2. Iff: R -» R is monotone on a residual set S, then

S\{x: Q-f(x) = Q+f(x)and QJ(x) = Q+f(x)}
is a a-porous set.

4. Qualitative symmetric derivatives and dérivâtes. In this section, we shall deal
with ¿^-symmetric differentiation. This topic holds somewhat more innate interest
than that of ^-differentiation in that a ^-symmetrically differentiable function need
not be symmetrically differentiable anywhere.
Remark 4.1. There is a function /: R -> 7? that possesses a ^-symmetric derivative
of constant value positive one at each point in R and an approximate symmetric
derivative of constant value negative one at each point in 7?. Consequently, / has a

symmetric derivative nowhere.
To construct such a function recall that the real line may be expressed as the
disjoint union of a first category set A and a measure zero set B; e.g., see [17]. Then
let/(x) = —x if x E A and/(x) = x if x E B. Clearly, fq(x) = 1 for every x. Now,
the approximate symmetric derivative of /at x is defined as the limit as h approaches
0 through a set having density 1 at 0 of the symmetric difference quotient

[f(x + h)-f(x-h)]/2h,
provided this limit exists, cf. [10, 22]. But since A has density 1 at each point of R,
we clearly have the approximate symmetric derivative existing with value negative
one everywhere. However, if a function has a symmetric derivative at a point, then it
must have both a qualitative symmetric and an approximate symmetric derivative at
that point and all three values must be identical.
Next, we observe that a function /: R -» R can have a ^-symmetric derivative at
each point of a second category set S and yet have a ^-derivative at no point of S. To
obtain such a function, note that there is an additive group S of real numbers having
the property that both it and its complement are of second category in every
interval. Such a group is constructed in [3]. If we let / denote the characteristic
function of S, then / has in fact symmetric derivative 0 at each point of S, but has a
^-derivative nowhere.
It appears, therefore, especially in light of analogous results concerning ordinary
symmetric differentiation [2, 11], that we need to add some sort of continuity
hypothesis to/if we wish to establish that the existence of fq on a "large" set S
implies the existence of/' on a "large" subset of S. The condition which yielded this
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type of result in the case of ordinary symmetric differentiation [2] was that of
requiring C(f) to be dense. It seems natural, therefore, to expect positive results in
the qualitative setting by requiring Cq(f) to be dense and, as shown in Theorem 3.2,
this is equivalent to requiring that / G ß.

Lemma4.1. Iff: R -» R is in ß and if
S = {x E Cq(f) : there isa8>0

such that [h E (0, Ô): f(x - h) ^ f(x + h)} is residual in (0, 8)),
and

I = [xE Cq(f) : there isa8>0

such that {h E (0,0): f(x - h) <f(x)
then S\I

<f(x + h)} is residual in (0,5)},

is a a-porous set.

Proof. First notice that 7 = 7*, where
7* = {x E Cq(f): there is a 8 > 0 and a set Tx residual in (0, ô) such that if

h,kE

Tx,tbenf(x - h) <f(x + k)}.

For each natural number n let

Sn = {xE Cq(f): {h E (0, \/n): f(x - h) <f(x + h)} is residual in (0, \/n)).
Then S = USn and it suffices to show that each Sn\7* is porous. We shall actually

show that S„\I* has porosity > 1/2 at each of its points.
Suppose x0 E Sn\I* and that the porosity of S„\7* at x0 is less than 1/2. For
simplicity of notation and without loss of generality, assume x0 = 0. Since the
porosity of Sn\I* is < 1/2, there is a 0 < ô < \/n such that 1(0, r, Sn\I*)/r < 1/2
for all 0 < r < 8.
Since 0 £ 7*, there is a number a, a set A of second category in ( —0,0) and a set
B of second category in (0, Ô) such that for a E A and b E B,f(a) > a > f(b). Since
Cq(f) is residual, Cq(f) n A =£ 0 and Cq(f) C\ B ^ 0 and, consequently, we may
find open intervals 77 E ( —Ô,0) and K E (0,8) such that

(1)

{x: f(x) > a) is residual in 77

and

(2)

{x: f(x) < a) is residual in K.

Now, according to Lemma 1 in [2], 77 has a finite right reflection in Sn, call it 77*,
such that 0 G 77*. Furthermore, K has a finite left reflection in S„, call it K*, such
that 0 E K*. Since we reflect about points in S„, it is clear from (1) and (2) that

(3)

{x: f(x) > a) is residual in 77*

and
(4)

{x: f(x) < a} is residual in K*.

However, (3) and (4) now present us with an impossible situation in the nonempty
open interval 77* D K*. This contradiction completes the proof.
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Theorem 4.1. Iff: R -» Ris in ß and if T denotes the set of points x at which both

(i) Qsf(x) = min{Q_f(x), Q+f(x)}and
(ü) Q°f(x) = max{Q~f(x),Q+f(x)},
then C (f)\T is a-porous.
Proof. We shall treat (i) only here; (ii) can then be handled by considering —/.
We proceed along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2 in [2].
First, note that at each point x G R we have

QJ(x)^min{Q_f(x),Q+f(x)}.
Consequently, we need only show that the set of points in Cq(f) at which this
inequality is strict is a a-porous set. To this end, for each rational number a set

N(f, a) = {xE Cq(f): QJ(x) >a> min{Q_f(x), Q+f(x)}}.
It then suffices to show that each set N(f, a) is a-porous. Since N(f, a) = N(g, 0) for
the function g(x) = f(x) — ax, it is sufficient to show that N(f, 0) is a-porous. This,
however, is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1 since N(f,0) E S\I.

Corollary

4.1. Iff: R -> R is in ß, then the set of points in Cq(f) at whichf has a

q-symmetric derivative, but not a q-derivative, is a a-porous set.

A weaker but possibly equally applicable statement is the following:
Corollary

4.2. If f E 2?, then f'q exists at a residual set of points.

It was shown in [10] that the approximate symmetric derivative of a measurable
function belongs to Baire class one. The analogue in the qualitative setting is the

following:
Theorem 4.2. Iff E 29, then // G /?,.
Proof. Let/ G2? and let a > 0 and r E R. We shall first show that the two sets
Af(a, r) = {x: {t E (0, a): f(x + t) —f(x — t) > 2tr) is second category}
and
Bf(a, r) - {x: {t E (0, a): f(x + t) - f(x — t) < 2tr) is second category}
are open.
Since Bj(a, r) = A_f(a, —r), it suffices to consider Af(a,r) only. Also, since
A A a, r) = A (a, 0), where g(x) = f(x) — rx, it suffices to show Af(a, 0) open.
Suppose x0 EAf(a,0). For notational simplicity and without loss of generality,
assume x0 = 0. Let T = {t E (0, a): f(t) —f( —t)> 0}. Then T is second category.
Since / has the Baire property, there is a residual set S such that /|s is continuous.

Since R0(S) is also residual, we may as well assume that R0(S) — S. Let t0E T il S
and let e —f(t0) —f(—f0) > 0. Let 7 be an open interval con taming r0 with

171< (a - t0)/2 such that for t G 7 n 5 we have
(1)

|/(0-/('o)|<*/2

and

|/(-i)-/(-r0)|<e/2.

Now,let x E ( -171/2,171/2).Clearly,
RX(I) n 7*0(7) * 0
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and hence RX(I n S) n 7?0(7 n 5) is of second category. Also, note that {h: x + h
G 7 n S} Ç (0, a). Consequently,

{h E (0, a): x + h E I H S and x - h G R0(I D S)}
is of second category. Let h belong to this set. From (1) we have

f{x + h) -f(x - h) >/(/„) - e/2 -fi-t0)

- e/2 = 0.

Therefore, [h E (0, a): f(x + h) —fix — h) > 0} is second category, x E Afia,0),
and Af(a, 0) is, consequently, open.
Since the (7-limitas h approaches zero from the right of (f(x + h) —f(x — h))/2h
isfq(x) for each x E R, it is easy to see that for each y E R,
OO

{x:fqs(x)>y} = R
m=1

oo

r\Af(\/n,y-\/m)
n—1

and
OO

{x:/;(x)<Y}

00

= PI nBf(\/n,y+l/m).
m— 1 n= 1

Each of these sets is a Gs and, consequently,/^ G ßx.
Most of the remaining results in this section parallel those in the case of
symmetric differentiation as developed by Larson in [11]. We begin by identifying
what might be thought of as the set of "bad" points of a ^-symmetrically differentia-

ble function.
Definition 4.1. For/ G .2 , set
Mj= \x:

q-bm fit)

= oo

Theorem 4.3. Iff G 2 , then Mf is countable.
Proof. We shall show that the set

A = \x: q-bm fit) = +oo
*

t —x

'

is closed and countable. That A is closed is obvious. So we may write A = P U N
where P is perfect and N is countable. Suppose P is not empty. Choose an arbitrary
interval (a, ß) contiguous to P. Since P is not empty, one of the numbers a or ß
must be finite. Suppose a is finite. Choose a sequence {an} E P such that a„
increases to a and Ra({an}) n A = 0.
Now, let 8 > 0 and choose n so large that an E (a — 5, a). Since Ra(an) G A we

have

4-lim f(t) < +00.
Consequently, there is a set 5„ which is second category in (a — 8, a) such that

(1)

f(x) - f(Ra(x))

> n îorxESn.

And now, since fq(a) was assumed to exist and since 8 is arbitrary, we see that
//(«) = -oo- Similarly,/;(0) = +oo if ß < oo.
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From Theorem 4.3 we have that both {x: fq(x) = +00} and [x: fq(x) = - 00}
are Gs sets. Consequently, we have the situation of two disjoint, dense G8 sets in the
Baire space 7*.This is impossible. Hence P — 0 and A is countable.
By considering —/instead of/above, we see that B = [x: q-bmt^xf(t)
= —00}
is also closed and countable. Since M¡ E A U B, the theorem follows.
Now, if / G 2^ there obviously are infinitely many g G 2^, such that/^ = gq. We
seek such a g that will agree with/at each x E Cq(f) and be as "nice" as possible in
some sense.

Definition

4.2. For g G 2^, define

' q-bm f(t)

ifxGA7/,

V/ix)

f(x)

iixEM !■

Theorem 4.4. Iff E I.q, then
(a) Cq(f) Ç C(iif) andf(x) = ^(x) whenx E Cq(f);
(b)tL/E-Zqand(lifYq=fqs; _
(c) p.f(x) = bm^xnf(t)

(d)nfE

on (Mf)c;

ßx; and

(e) (¡if Y exists and equals fq on (Mf)c.

Proof, (a) If x E Cq(f), then xí^.

Choose 8 > 0 such that (x - 8, x + 8) n

Mf = 0. Let e > 0 be given. Since x E Cq(f), there is a neighborhood 7 of x with
|7|< 8 and a set S residual in 7 such that \f(y) ~ f(x)\< e for y E S. From this it is

clear that

q-bm f(y) -f(x)

<e

for / G 7.

Since 7 n Mf = 0, this says that

(1)

\ßf(t)-fix)\<e

for / G 7.

In particular, this says that \pf(x) —/(x)|< e and, hence, nf(x) = f(x). Restating
(1), we have \nf(t) — nf(x) |< e for / G 7, and (a) is verified.
(b) Since py agrees with / on Cq(f), and since Cq(f) is residual, we clearly must
have (PfYq existing everywhere and being identical to fq. This is simply the
observation that any g that agrees with / G 2? on a residual set will have fq as its

^-symmetric derivative.
(c) lfx & Mf, then there is a neighborhood 7 of x such that

fif(y) = q-bm f(t)
t-y
From this and the fact that/and

for y E I.

py agree on the residual set Cq(f) we have

Pfiy) = 1- hmp/(0
t-y

for>>G7.

Consequently,

p/x)<

bm fifiy).
y^x
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If strict inequality held, there would be a sequence {yn} converging to x and a
number a such that nf(x) < a < nf(yn) for all n. Also, since \if(x) < a, there is a

neighborhood J C I of x such that

(2)

[y: f(y) < a] is residual in/.

Pick n so large thatjn

(3)

G /. Since p.f(y„) > a,

[y: f(y)

> a] is second category in J,

and the inconsistency of (2) and (3) completes the proof of part (c).
(d) Let a E R and let {In) be an enumeration of the intervals contiguous to Mf.
From part (c) we have that the restriction of p^ to any ln is a function of Baire class
one on In. Consequently,
{x:\ifix)

U {xEl„:nf(x)>a}

>a]

U [x E Mf:p.f(x)

> a)

is clearly an F0 set. Similarly, {x: ¡if(x) < a] is an Fa. Hence, ¡if E ßx.
(e) Let x0 E (Mf)c. We first consider the case where fq(x0) is finite. Without loss
of generality, we may assume x0 = 0 = fq(0). Given e > 0, there is a 8 > 0 such that

( —8, 8) C\ Mf-

0 and a residual subset 5 of (0, 5) such that

fit)-

fi~t)<2tE

iortES.

Since Cq(f) is residual, we may assume S E Cq(f).
Fix a / G (0, 5) and choose a sequence {s„} E S such that sn — t and/(s„) -» ¡iAt).
Such a sequence exists because S is residual in (0, t). Since sn E Cq(f), there is a p„,
0 < p„ < 8 — sn and a set Sn residual in (sn, sn + pn) such that

\fisn)-fiy)\<\/n

ioryESn.

We may clearly choose pn so that the sequence {p„} converges to 0.
For each n, let T„ = R0(Sn). Then 7„ is residual in (-sn

- pn,-sn).

There is a

residual set U C C^i/) such that

Üm /(a) = p/(-/).
aet/
«— —/

Let -l.ET.ni/

for each n. Then /„ ^ t,f(tn) -* nf(t), and

M/(-i) 3= Ihn" /(-/.)
n -* oo

^ Un! (/(/„) - 2í„£) = M/(í) - 2/e.
« -• oo

Since e was arbitrary, we conclude that Dsp.f(0) <0.A similar argument shows that
Dsnf(0) > 0 and therefore p}(0) = 0, completing the proof of part (e) under the
assumption tbatfq(x0) is finite.
Next, suppose fq(x0) — +oo and again assume x0 = 0. Given a E R, there is a

ô >0 such that (-ô,ô)
Ro{Cqif))such that

C\Mf= 0 and a set S residual in (-8,8)

fi')-fi-t)>2ta

n C?(/) n

fort ES.

Fix a / G (0, 5) and choose a sequence {sn} E S n (-5,0) such that sn -» —í and
/(i„) -» P/(-i)- As above, we may choose a sequence [tn] C S such that /„ -» r,
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fi-O

-» M/(-0 andihii^^/ííj

< p7(í). Then

M/(/)- í»/(-0 > «S /(Ü - "m /(-/„) > Uni(/(/J -/(-/„))
n-oo

"-°°

«-oo

» Um 2í„a = 2/a.
n-* oo

Since a is arbitrary, this implies p^(0) = + oo, and this completes the proof for the
case where fq(x0) = + oo. A similar argument handles the casefq(x0) = —oo.
An examination of the proof of part (e) in the previous theorem shows that a little
more can be said in the case where Mf has no limit points.

Theorem 4.5. Iff E'2q and Mf has no limit points, then there is a residual set S and
a g G 2 such that fq(x)

= gs(x) for all x and f(x)

— g(x) for x E S.

Proof. Note that if x0 E R, there is a 8 > 0 such that (x0 —8, x0 + 5) n
[M,\{x0}] = 0 and the same argument as employed in Theorem 4.4(e) may be
employed to show tbatfq(x0) = (iif)s(x0). Simply let g = fif and S = Cq(f).

Theorem 4.6. Iff G 2?, then | {x: \fq(x)\ = oo}|= 0.
Proof. First, recall that the symmetric derivative of a measurable function can be
infinite only on a set of measure zero [9]. Apply this result to fif on each component
interval of (Mf)c, recalling that (fif)s —fq there.
Next, we look for a monotonicity theorem and examine some consequences. The
notion of a qualitative symmetric cover will be used here.
Definition 4.3. For each x E R, let 8(x) be a positive-valued function and let Nx
be a first category set. Define
jx=

{[x-8,

x + 8]: 8 < 8(x) and [x - 8, x + 8} E iNx)c)

and J = Uxe/? Jx. We call / a qualitative symmetric cover for R.
Lemma 4.2. Lei J be a qualitative symmetric cover for R and let x0 E R. If

P — {8 > 0: J contains a partition of [x0 — 8, x0 + 8]},
then P is residual in (0, oo).

Proof.

Without loss of generality we may assume x0 = 0, 8(x) is even, and

NX = N_X. Let

p = sup{5: Pc Pi (0, 8) is a first category set}.
Clearly p s* 5(0) > 0. Suppose p < oo. Then for every e > 0 the set Pc n (p, p + e)
is of second category. But this is clearly impossible if 0 < e < 5(p). Thus, p = oo.
Theorem

4.7. Iff E 2 and fq 5= 0 everywhere, then f is nondecreasing on Cq(f).

Proof. Let e > 0 be given. For x E R, there is a 8(x) > 0 and a first category set
NxC(x-

8(x), x + 8(x)) such that whenever 0 < 5 < 8(x) and [x - 8, x + 5} E

fix + 8) - f(x - 8) > -2e8.
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This is so since fq(x) > 0. Let Jx be the collection of all such intervals [x — 5, x + 5]
and J = U Jx. Then J is a qualitative symmetric cover for R.
Let a < b be two points in C (/) and let x0 = (a + b)/2. For any 5 > 0 for which
J contains a partition of [x0 — 5, x0 + 5], we clearly have

/(x0 + 5)-/(x0-5)>-2e5.
From the lemma we have that the collection of all such 5 's is residual in (0, oo), and

since {a, b) C C (/), it follows that

f(b)-f(a)>-(b-a)E,
and since e is arbitrary, f(b) > f(a).
This method of deducing monotonicity theorems from covering theorems was
developed by B. Thomson in [19], where he applied it to ordinary, approximate, and
symmetric derivatives.
Theorem 4.8. Iff E 2.q and fq is bounded above or bounded below, then there is a
residual set S and a g EH such that fq = gs and f\s = g \s.

Proof. Suppose fq is bounded below. We lose no generality in assuming that/?s is
bounded below by 0. Then the previous theorem guarantees that / is nondecreasing
on the residual set C (f) and hence Mf = 0 and Theorem 4.5 can be applied.
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